The Wedding Brochure

David Collins has always had an interest in photography
since he had his first camera aged 10 years old.
Equipment and technology has moved on since David
photographed using film, David is capturing all images
using digital cameras. During the transition from film to
digital David has photographed over a million people and
counting.
These include Kermit the frog, Sir Cliff Richard,
Professor Winston, Baldrick (Tony Robinson), Her
Majesty the Queen and not forgetting the future King.
However, not all of David’s photography is about people.
David Collins is based in the city of Oxford, working
both in and around the City and University. However,
photography also takes David all over the United
Kingdom and sometimes into other parts of Europe.
David Collins describes himself as friendly and
approachable. David Collins likes to create a relaxed but
professional atmosphere for clients and prides himself in
producing images of a high quality.

About David Collins

David Collins offers an Engagement Portrait session.
The Portrait session is priced at £150.00.
Experience being in front of a camera and get to see
David’s photographic style and technique.
All images are placed online for you to view in the
comfort of your home or you can show your family and
friends.
If you wish to purchase the images we offer a great range
of products and presentations all available online.
So if you have booked or are thinking of booking your
wedding photography with David make an appointment
for your Engagement sitting today.

Engagement Sitting

The Getting ready shots……..
To record your wedding day in pictures is wonderful but
you should not miss out on the Getting Ready Shots.
This can be formal, informal and relaxed…..
Fun, serious and sometimes crazy…..
Photography of the dress….
Photography of the Shoes….
The bottle or bottles of Bubbly…..
This is a great start to the Wedding Album…

Wedding Party Getting Ready

As the Guests arrive Photography commences.
Reportage style images of the Groom and his Grooms
men…
Complimented by the formal and all important portrait
style shots of the Groom and the Best man.
Capturing bridesmaids as they arrive just before the bride.
Photographs of Bride arriving captured in an informal
style.
Photography continues into the ceremony.
Images captured during the ceremony are without flash
and a discreet shutter action sound avoids distractions.
After the ceremony the formal selection of Family and
friend group photographs including fun shots.
Photographs of the Bride and Groom, walking under a
shower of confetti and departing for the reception venue.

The Wedding Ceremony

On arrival at the wedding reception for the first half hour
you are left to meet and greet your family and friends.
This is the time for reportage photography.
Photography of guests at the wedding meeting and
greeting.
The bride and groom are recommended to produce a
wedding list of images.
This helps the bride and groom focus and talk about the
photographs for their wedding day.
Family and friends are encouraged to join in
photographing the posed groups. Their images can be
included in the final wedding album.
Before the wedding breakfast the Bride and Groom are
taken for a walk around the Reception for some formal
and informal Portrait styled wedding images.

The Wedding Reception

The Speeches get the most amazing reactions…
While the Speeches are happening discreet photographs are
taken of the on looking audience.
Emotions are at a high capturing the top table. Cringing
Crying and Clapping…
Finally the Best Mans speech… This is the best time to
capture those amazing facial reactions from the Groom
The first Dance gives the opportunity for some action styled
photography… The images are enhanced by the Disco
Lights.

The Speeches and First Dance

In the evening have a professional portrait studio at
your wedding to capture the guest that attend the
Evening reception.
If you have the Speeches and First Dance package you
will receive The Evening studio complimentary.
All the images are placed online for the guests to view
and purchase.
At an extra cost you can have the images available
free to download.
With the evening studio the option of Props to have
some candid and fun images is provided.
The studio images are captured at high quality and
taken by David.

The Evening Studio

All the images taken on the wedding day
are presented Online.
The online website has password
protection.
You have the choice of offering free
downloads to your guests.
Choose from a selection of products to
display your images.
Included with the online service is a
slideshow.
You can view the images in colour, black
& White and sepia.
To help chose images is a magnification
tool.
This is an optional service.

The Online Service

Online.
All images supplied on disc.
Electronic downloads including copyright.
Prints
Prints in folders
Frames
Wedding Books
Canvas Printing.

The Presentation

Paris
This is our Online service where all the images are placed online for
you and your guests to order from the duration of photography is from
the Ceremony until the wedding breakfast.
£500.00

Milan
Similar to the Paris except you will receive a disc with all your images
on.
£650.00

New York
This includes images online and a disc with all your images. You also
receive a Coffee book album.
£999.00

London
This includes all day coverage from the bride getting ready up until
the first dance. All images are placed online and a coffee book is
included.
£1,450

Additions.

Reprints.

Coverage of Bridal party getting ready: £ 180.00

	
  

Coverage of the speeches: £ 180.00
Coverage of the First dance and Speeches:
300.00
Evening Fun Studio £300.00 or included with the
first dance and speeches. Images not included.

High Res download images £10.00 each
Prints

£

6x4. £5.00
7x5. £8.00
10x7. £15.00
12x10.£20.00

Coffee book Album with 30 pages extra pages are
available design of book included: £ 550.00

Prints in Black mounts.

Complete set of High Res images on DVD
Copyright free: £ 150.00

7x5. £12.00
10x8. £20.00

Images online free downloads: £ 150.00

Framed Prints.

	
  

7x5. £25.00
10x8. £30.00
12x10 £35.00
Canvas wraps
20x16. £150.00
24x20. £175.00
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